l~elations between the composite models and the l\.egge behaviors of the hadrons are discussed. Composite particles are expected to show l\.egge behaviors owing to the smoothness of the dependence on angular momentum of the "force" acting between the constituent particles.
by the form factors of the composite hadrons, and it turns out that the resulting residue function has an exponential dependence on t, which is required to fit the experimental data. The magnitude of the exponent agrees very well with the one determined by o'ther experimental data. It is conjectured that the residue function of the Regge poles appearing in the S-matrix for hadron-hadron scattering reflects the compositeness of the hadrons directly and is determined by the spatial extension of the wave function of the constituent particles in the hadrons.
~ 1. Introduction
Many attempts have appeared on the unitarv sym metry and the mass formulas of hadrons based on the composite models of hadrons. Several features of hadronic reactions at high energies, including the back-vvard 1 ) and forward 2 ) scattering and the angular distributions,3),4) have also been treated recently by' taking into account the exchange effect and the rearrangement of the constituent particles of the composite particles and using the additivity assumption. Although there are many fundamental problems still unsolved in the composite theory of elementary particles, interesting results derived from these investigations seem to justify to explore other features of the c:)mposite models of hadrons, which have not received much attention up to the present. We will discuss in this paper one of these features, the relation between the exchange of a composite system and that of a I-<.egge pole. It is well known from the analyses of high energy quasi two-body processes that it is very difficult to explain the energy dependences of these processes without Reggei7.ing the exchanged particles when their spins are not ~ero. This fact constitutes one of the problems to be solved when one considers the strong interaction physics based on the com posit e models of hadrol1s.
On the other hand, there are many deficiencies 11l the phenomenological analyses of the experimental data based on the assumption of the dominance of the I~egge pole amplitude. In particular, the lTlomentum tnmsfer dependence of the residue function must be assumed arbitrarily, and this assumption is an essential point in fitting the angular distribution in most cases. 5 ) It Ivill be shown in this paper that we can derive the residue function starting from the composite models of hadrons and this function coincides very well with the exponential form assumed in the phenomenological analyses. *)
It is very natural to expect some def! nite relations between the composite theory and the Regge pole theory of hadrons, because the theory of the Regge poles has actually resulted from the nonrelativistic theory of the bound states and the scattering due to potentials.7)· VVe use, in the following, the quark model of hadrons for the sake of concreteness and simplicity, in view of the fact that we do not know what are the consti tuent particles of hadrons at present. It vvill be found in the course of discussions that the parallel discussions are also possible for other composite models.
There are some "forces" acting among quarks and antiquarks, which, if expressed in terms of potentials, may be written as
'.\There the S/s are SIX independent spin operators, and
where T is the distance bet\veen two particles,1) is the magnitude of the relative momelltum and L is the relative orbital angular momentum.
S )
Despite the fact that the forces may have arbitrary L-dependence as is seen from Eq. (1-2), no example has ever been established in nature which shows this L-clependence. **)
Therefore it is quite natural to assume, also in the composite theory of hadrons, that the "forces" acting among the constituent particles do not depend or depend smoothly on the angular momentum. Then we may expect that the scattering amplitudes of the quark system will have a definite analytic: properties with ]'espect to L, and the bound states and resonances appearing in the com-'n There are a few cases where residue functions are assumed to be constant ill phenomenological analyses of the following processes: n'p--'7noL1+
Klp_>KoL1++
, n-'p->fon and n+n-->fOp.6) In these cases, however, experimental uncertainties seem to be too large for us to reject exponential residue functions. **) We obtain the nuclear potential which shows this L-dependence explicitly, when we start from the Salpeter-Bethe equation with the interaction kernel where retardation is not treated as a small correction. Numerical evaluation of this term has been performed to show that it is too small to be detected at present.°) S. l\.faclzida and T. Yoshida posite theory of hadrons should be considered as l~egge poles. Functional forms of the Regge trajectories and their residue functions are also expected to be determined by the properties of the constituent particles and the "forces" acting among them.
Although \\'e have used the notion of the nonrelativistic potential in the above discussions, this will 110t make an essential restriction for the usefulness of our argument. Similar discussion may also be done in the relativistic case if we replace the potential and spin operators S'i by the interaction kernel and linearly independent invariant operators respectively.
In the composite theory of elementary particles, therefore, the Regge-like behavior of hadrons may be regarded as a direct consequence of the smoothness of the L-dependence of the "[orces" acting among the constituent particles. We may also expect to obtain information on the properties of the constituent particles and the "forces" by examining the properties of the I~egge trajectories and the residues, which are necessary to explain the experimental data. A general formulation is gi,'en in ~ 2, the trajectory and the residue are calculated and compared ,,-ith experiment for the p-trajectory exchange in 7 We consider quark-quark and quark-antiquark scattering due to the exchange of quark-antiquark pair, which forms bound states in the crossed channel. We expect the appearance of I~egge-1ike behavior in the direct channel as discussed in the prenous section. A remark on the Pomeranchuk pole would be in order here. Although vve regard the appearance of the Regge behavior as a result of the smoothness of the L-dependence of the "force" between exchanged quark and antiquark, the Pomeranchuk po Ie would not, perhaps, belong to this category, because we must ascribe rather different properties to the Pomeranchuk pole according to phenomenological analyses. It might turn out that the Pomeranchuk pole is the reflection of the inelastic processes.
Following Goldberger, GTisaru, MacDowell and Wong/D) we define invariant amplitudes, G/ (t, s, u), for quark-antiquark scattering by*)
4?rG/(t, s, u) =F/(t, s, u) ---4F/(t, s, u) +F/(t, s, u),
4?rG/ (t, s, u) = 2F/ (t, s, u), 4/TG/(t, s, u) =F/(t, s, u) -2F/(t, s, u) ---F/(t, s, u), 4?rG/ (t, s, u) = 2F/ (t, s, u),
4rrG/(t, s, u) =F/(t, s, ll) +4F/(t, s, u) -I-F/(t, s, u),
where I denotes the isospin state, 1=0, 1; the F/'s are connected with the FeY11111an amplitude q by
where S, T, A, TT and P are matrix elements in spinor indices for scalar, tensor, axial vector, vector and pseudoscalar interaction operator, respectively, and ~(}, ~r, )1, 11 and F those obtained by interchanging final state spinors; Po and PI are the projection operators for isotopic singlet and triplet states. Defining the invariant amplitudes for quark-quark scattering G/ (s, t, u) in the same way, we get the crossing relation
The crossing matrices BII' and eli are given by
where the first ro"w and col umn refer to 1=0 and the second to 1=1, and *) In F(x, y, z) the first variable denotes the square of the total energy and, the second and third the negative of the square of the momentum transfers. Our notation is slightly different from G.G.M.W.; y and z are reversed each other. 
The he lici ty amplitudes,
where Aa 'and }\b in T;"a', AO': Aa, AO denote initial helicities of the particles a and b, and }'a' and l-/ final helicities, are related to invariant amplitudes by
wherem is the mass of a quark, E and j) are the energy and momentum of the quark in the center of mass system respectively, and z is the cosine of the scattering angle. The invariant amplitudes G/'(l, s, u) may be Heggeizecl \vhen the fixed t· dispersion relation holds, and their asymptotic forms for s-> co are gIven bylll
the an's are Regge tl'ajectories, the tn's their signatures (±) and the f3n's*) their residue functions, and E and pare energy and momentum of the quark and the antiquark in the center of mass system, being expressed by t as in order to investigate concretely the relation between the nature of the "forces ", 'which construct the hadrons from the quarks, and the properties of the Regge poles. Only the p-trajectory can be exchanged in this process of all the known trajectories. This process is most suitable for comparison of our theory with e x.periment, because the properties of the p-trajectory are rather \-vell determined even when we take into account the effects of the resonances in the direct *) The j3(±),l's are related to the functions h(i),l(J, t) in the following way, the latter being the extension to the complex J-pJane of the partial wave ampli1'udes, h·T,l(t) , which are free from certain trivial, non-analytic factors:
channel, possible existence of cuts in the complex angular momentum plane or of the p'-trajectory, which are suggested by measurements of the polarization.
12 )
It will be easily seen that we can apply the same procedure as the following to other processes. One can also obtain relations between the p-and other trajectories when the potentials are invariant under SU(3) or SU (6) . We calculate in the following the Eegge behavior appearing in the direct channel scattering due to the exchange of quark-anti quark bound system, the p-trajectory, in the crossed channel, according to the formulation given in the preceding section.
Helicity amplitudes for the process 7C-jJ-->rcon are given in the follo·wing way in terms of the quark-quark and the quark-c1l1tiquark scattering amplitude from Eq. (2 '1), "when the nucleon is assumed to belong to the 56-dimensional representation of the SU(6) group and the pion to the 35-dimensional representation ;13) helicity nonflip:
T"·r. 
'iyhere TA (Tn) are the amplitudes for the scattering shown in Fig. 1 a (b) . 1'1 and 1'3 are the amplitudes for helicity nonflip scattering between quarks and antiquarks and 1'5 is that for helicity flip scattering as defined by Eq. (2·3).
It is assumed in Eqs. (3·1) and (3·2) that the form factors are the same £01' any quark in the same hadron.
\iV e are considering the situation where the system of a quark-antiquark pair in the crossed channel has isospin 1, odd parity, even G-parity and odd signature, and has non-vanishing amplitudes only for states with J = L+ 1. Therefore, we have the following high energy behavior for the rc--j) charge exchange scattering using Eqs. (2·4)",-,(2·6) and (2·8),,-,(2·11): (5, 
Tf·(s t),,-, 5 f7t(s t)fN(S t)-/Tr.c (1-z2y/2a (t)T(a p +1/2)b (t)~ (t) ( . . s)ap(t)

t).
As was discussed in ~ 1, we may expect that the "forces" acting between quarks and antiquarks have Jinite ranges and smooth L-dependence. We also expect that the "forces" would have s.uch appropriate dependence on the distance between particles that the S-matrix elements for quark-quark and quarkantiquark scattering are dominated by Eegge poles at high energies. We assume, however, in the actual numerical eval uation of a (t) and b (t) the simplest form, i,.e. the square-well potential, -for this "force". We do not, of course, regard the square-well shape as a realistic one in all respects but as a convenient approximation only for quantitative evaluation of some quantities. We use the square-vvell potential in this sense, only to evaluate a (t) and b (t) numericalJy.*) By the use of the equations given in the Appendix we obtain the results as shown in Fig. 2 , where the parameters were fit to give a p (t = 0) = 0.6 and ct p (m/) = 1.0.**) It is seen from Fig. 2 that the trajectory, the r'esidue function and the range of the potential vary only negligibly '"vitll the value of the mass of the quark.
Obtained trajectory is almost straight in the region --1 (Ge V /cy<t<O, and has the gradient, da/ dt~O.8 (Ge V / c)--Z, which agrees with the experimental value excellently. In the region where t>O the gradient diminishes gradually, and in the asymptotic region we have apCt) cc J i (t-> 00) . ***) Although the residue function has a phase factor exp [i na (t) J, this is considered to have kinematical origin, and is cancelled out by the phase of (S/2]52Y· ,in Eq. (3·3); it disappears if one separates out the threshold factor from the residue function (see the Appendix). The residi.le function diminishes with increasing It I when t<O, but much less gradually than the exponential function 1ll small I t I. This exponential dependence of the form factor is, on the other hand, just the expected one in the composite theory of hadrons, where we have <r2) being the mean square radius of the composite hadron. Using the form (3·4), we can fit the experimental data \vith *) Phillips and H.arita have obtainec( four solutions with the residue function c1ependent exponentially on t.5J Although detailed forms are slightly different for each independent amplitude, the angular distributions are determined essentially from the residue function in all cases.
(3·5)
03·6)
Several authon have discussed the spatial extension of the quarks in the hadrons from the electromagnetic structure and the electromagnetic mass differences under various assumptions, and the results are that the extension is of the order of the nucleon Compton wave length, i.e. 1 ''.J4 (Ge V /C)-1.13), 15) This result is quite consistent \vith our standpoint which intends to calculate the properties of the I{egge poles by the nonrelativistic quark model.
~ 4. Conclusions and discussion
It is very natural to assume that the dependence on the angular momentum of the "force" acting between the constituent particles of the composite particles is smooth. We expect as a result of this assumption that the composite particles will behave as I<egge poles, as discussed in ~ 1. This fact seems to indicate a solution to the question, which is hard to answer on the basis of only the analyticity and unitarity of the ,,)'-matrix: "Why photon and leptons do not seem to show the I~egge behavior, whereas hadrons show it?" A possible ansW,er, which is suggested from our viewpoint, is that the hadrons show Regge beha\' iors because they are composite particles and the photon and the leptons do not because they are not.
vVe have derived a relation between the amplitudes in the direct and the crossed channels, Reggeized the latter, and evaluated the trajectory, a (t), and the residue, b(t), for n-jJ charge exchange scattering. Numerical evaluation of a (t) and b (t) was done using the square-well potential, the results of which show that the experimental values of ct p (t) are well reproduced in the region Itl<l(GeV/c)2, for a very wide range of the values of quark mass.
Especially interesting among the results of our calculation is the result for the residue function. There are 110 realistic case where the residues of the Regge poles have been calculated theoretically, and therefore, in the phenomenological analyses based on the Regge pole model, the residue function are usually assumed to have an arbitrary functional form, which is decisive to have a fit to the experimental data. It is one of the merits of the composite theory that the residue functions are determined directly from the "forces" operating between the constituent particles. To compare the residue with experiment would perhaps be one of the most appropriate means to see to vvhat degree the existing composite theories are able to reproduce the dynamics of hadrons. Our results show that the residue, b (t), which appears in the S-rnatrix for quark-cluark or Cluark-antiquark scatlering, varies slowly with L and is not of the exponential form necessary to explain the np charge exchange scattering.
S. lldachida ([Jld T. Yoshida
In the composite theory, however, the residue of the crossed channel Hegge pole for n-jJ charge exchange scattering is not b (t) itself Lut b (t) multiplied by the form factors of quark ancl antiquarks in the pion, f 7r (s, t) and the nu- cleon, fN (s, t) . These form factors are considered to have exponential t-dependence, the exponents of which are 1/6 of the mean square radii of the pion and the nucleon respectively. This fact makes the residue functions appearing in the 7e-j) charge exchange scattering have the exponential form with the exponent, the magnitude of which agrees with experiment. This agreement is better than expected, considering many defects which the composite theories involve at present. We may think that the qualitative features of our calculations will not be altered by performing possible improvements. These considerations lead us to the conjecture that the residues of the crossed channel Regge jx)les in the S-matri.r for hadroll-hadroJl scattering are essentially determined fr07n the comJ)()sitenes:'; of the hadron, and rejJresent the sjJatiaL distribution of the constituent jHzrtic!es direct!}!, and, in a little different context, that for for ' 
ward and baclz70ard scatteriJl[!;s the s-dejxmdellce of the amjJlitude T (s, t) is determined by the Regg'c beiul'"uior of the exchanged comj)ositc system and the t-dejJendence by the comJ)()siteness of the j)(zrticijJ(ztin,Q,' hadrons.
As ~was discussed in ~ 1, it seems to be premature to determine vlhether our calculations are also applicable to the Pomeranchuk pole or not.
with the J ost functions X y J " l l C:y) II" (2) 
The partial wave expansion of the scattering amplitude 00
with can be transformed into the following representation:
where the 'contour C encloses anticlockvv ise a domain 111 the complex I-plane which contains all the non-negative integer l; an (E) is the position of the pole of S" (E) and (In (E) the residue multiplied by 2i/~.
and
The S-matrix element S" (E) behaves as
Therefore the contour C cannot be shifted to a straight line Ee l = constant (and an infinite semi circle), and, as a result, the pole dominance is not assured. 
1317
When E varies hom 0 to ._-\7, trajectories move from right to left along the real axis in the complex l-plane, and arrive at l= --3/2 71 (Jl=O, 1, ... ):
As E decreases further, tvvo neighbouring trajectories (n ::::= 2m and 2m + ]) approaches each other on the real axis until they coincide; then they leave the real axis keeping complex conjugate each other,17) The above situation can be read from Fig. 4.*) 
